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A N ew Approach to the D胆 TNeutron Monitor using Water Flow 
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A new approach was proposed to significantly improve the D-T neu仕onmonitoring system， which is based on the 
activation offlowing water via 160(n，p)1~ reaction. The basic idea ofthis approach is to utilize the Cherenkov light， 

produced by energetic s-p呂.rticles企om1 ~ in water near the ne附 onsource， and then tran8mit the light by the叩tical
白berto仕leremote light detectot. To support this idea， several experimental phases were scheduled. In the present 
paper， the flfst phase， measurements of Cherenkov light using a remotely located detector are described. According to 
the study， the water Cherenkov detector is very efficient for measurements of the 1~ activity， due to: high counting 
efficiency; absence ofthe scintillation detector; and simplicity ofthe method. 
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1. Iniroduction 

The neutron activation of th巴160via 160(n，p)1~ r巴action
and subsequentチraydetection of the 16N activity in a 

flowing fluid was applied for a variety ofpurposes. Since the 
threshold energy for the 160(n，p)16N reaction is 10.24 MeV， 
1~ nuclei is produced only by the 14 MeV neutrons， with 
water flowing in the vicinity of the D-T neutron source. 

Thus， a fusion power monitor， based on activation of 

flowing water， was proposed for ITER， and experimental 
studies were cornpletedL2). 

The activation product， 16N， decays by s・emission(100%) 

with a half-life of7.13 seconds3)， Table 1. 

Table 1 Radioactive decay properties* of 16N 

Ray Esendpoint Is (%) Decay 
(keV) mod巴

Eγ(keV) Iv (%) 

1548.1 1.06 

F 3303.2 4.8 

4290.1 66.2 w 
10420 28.0 

γ 6128.63 67 

7115.15 4.9 

* Only branches with intensities of more than 1 % are listed in the 
table 

Present1y， activity of the 1~ is rneasured using a 刊 ay

scintillation detector1，2). Such rnethod leads to insufficient 

time resolution and the delaying of the neu仕onrnonitor 

response， since water has to transfer the 1~ from the point 
ofproduction to the position of a rernoteγ胸 detector.In order 

to overcome th巴se disadvantages a new approach was 

proposed. The basic idea of this approach is to utilize the 

Cherenkov light， produced by s-particles企om16N in water 

near the neutron sourceラ andthen transmit the light by the 

optical白berto the rernote light detector. 
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The proof of the principle experirnent i8 divided into two 

phases. The rnain idea of the first experirnental phase is to 

examine th巴Cherenkovlight measurernents using a rernotely 

located water radiator and a light detector. During the second 

phase the temporal resolution of the proposed technique wi1l 
be studied comprehensively. In the present paper， theoretical 
considerations and experirnental investigations of the first 

experimental phase are presented. 

II. Theo:retical Aspects of a Water Che:renkov 

Detector 

Cherenkov emission is a physical process.4) Electrons 

emit light under a characteristic angle when passing through 

the mediurn of the肉食actionindex n， if their velocity 
exceeds the speed of light in the rnedium， cln. For water 
(n=1.33) the threshold energy for electrons is 0.264 MeV 

and the ernission angle is under 420 • According to the 

c1assical description of the Cherenkov effect by Frank and 

Tarnm5) the number of photons dN ernitted per unit path 
length d.x with w且velengthsbetween A1叩 dA2 is given by: 
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for n(入，)>1， where z is the electric charge of the partic1e 

producing Cherenkov radiation，β= v/ C， and α= 1/137 

is a fine structure constant. Assuming that a photomu1tiplier 
tube (PMT) with a bia1kali photocathode wil1 be utilized for 

registr甜onof the Cherenkov light， the spectral range of the 
maxirnurn respons巴wasestirnated to be as fol1ows. Figure 1 

(curve A) shows the calculated Cherenkov spectrum 

expressed in terms of the number of generated photons that 

are proportional to 1/λ2 Curve B shows the spectral 

respons巴forthe PMT. The product of curves A and B (curve 

C) shows the number of photoelectrons， liberated at the 

photo-cathode when Cherenkov light irradiates the cathode. 
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Fig. 1 A -Cherenkov spec回 m，displaying也elf').} dependence; 
B -Quantum efficiency of也ePMT; C -Response of the PMT to 
Chぽenkovradiation. 

Considering the curve C， it is possible to ∞nc1ude that the 
region of the maximum response is estimated to be也 the
range of 300 -600 nm. The area under curve C represents 
the ωtal number of photoelectrons liberated and depends 
upon initial energy of the particle that generated the 
Cherenkov light. The intensity of Cherenkov light produced 
in water by an electron， moderating企'Om Emax to the 

Chぽ enkovthreshold， was estimated by the integration ofthe 

equation (1 )∞nve巾 d to dN / dE formの， over the 

spectral region and energy range. It was integrated 
numerically and the obtaineddata is shown in Fig. 2. The 

photon output increases rapidly with beta-energy to about 2 
MeV， and further increases in energy result in smaller 
proportionate inαeases oflight output. However， the number 
of s-partic1es of sufficient energy to cause Cherenkov 
radiation in water increases markedly with the inαease of 
maximum emission energy， due to the energy-spectrum 
characteristics of βemitters. The r副 oof this number and 

the ωtal number of elec位'Onsin the s・spectrumis the 
Cherenkov yield.百leyield calculated for 16N equals 98.6%の.

Performed analysis have shown6} that in addition to 1~ 
radionuclide， other radioactive nuc1ei， which can generate 
the Cherenkov light， can be produced in the irradiated water. 
There are radionuclides (15C， 17N， 18N) whose energies are 

very close to位leenergy of 16N， but their appearances limit 
the abundance of the origin nucIide and the nuc1ear cross 
section. As a result， contribution of all nuc1ides to the 
Cherenkov signal 合om16N is less than 0.2%. Since the 
emitted Cherenkov light is roughly proportional to the beta 
p釘 ticleenergy， the 1~ can be instantly identi:fied. Thus， the 
Cherenkov counter offers an advantage for C01副 ng1~ 泊
water. Explained briefly， it consists of selective detection of 
large light P叫ses origina討ng 企om the passage of 

high-energy electrons in a volume of water. Uti1izing 
electronic components and altering the desired“window 
setting" can discriminate against con仕ibutions from 

Compton electrons， produced in the water企omチray
interactions. 
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Fig.2 官lenumber of Cherenkov photons emitted per electron as 
a function of energy， calculated for the spectra1 region 300圃 600nm.
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m. E玄perimentalStudies and Results 

1. Equipment and experimental setup 

The experiment was carried out using社leFNS facility at 
JAERI. The 1~ radionuclide produced in water near the D-T 
neu仕onso町 'ce，was transported to白echamber of the 
Cherenkov detector using flowing water in the closed loop， 
with flow velocity of 2 mls. The chamber consists of組

aluminum cylinder with dimensions of 5 cm in length， a 15 
cm diameter， and a glass window. The inside walls were 
covered with lmm白ickTeflon sheets for light reflection. 

This chamber was far企om也eoptimum， since the thickness 
ofthe reflecting Teflon layer must be about 6 mm for good 
reflection characteristics， and the material of the window has 
to be q田 rtz.The PMT， Hamamatsu R1250， w槌 optically
coupled to the window chamber. The chamber and the 
detector were shielded wi由 10cm thick Pb blocks. The 
associated electronic package consists of a high yoltage 
supply， signal ampli:fiers， and a multichannel analyzer， used 
for a.ω:umulating acquired counts within a selected window. 

2. Test measuremen旬 ofCherenkov Iight by s-particles 
from 32p in water 

Prior ωm巴 制urementsof the Cherenkov light by s同.rays
企om1~， test and calibration measurements were completed 
for s聞.raysfrom 32p. This radionuclide was chosen for 

calibration of a water Cherenkov detector and estimation of 
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th巴 PMTresponse function for a number of reasons. The 
main reason being the fact that the radionuc1ide is a pure 
p園 emitterwith a relatively high energy endpoint， 1.7 MeV. 
The件rayspectra of匂 and16N are shown on Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 Beta spectrum of 16N阻 d32p radionuclides 

Measurements were perfoロnedwith the radionuc1ide 32p， 
whose activity is known， in the same conditions as 
measurements for the Cherenkov light by s-rays from 町札
The water Ch巴renkovdetector was investigated with respect 
to its response to 32p， at several photoωbe voltages and 
amplifier gains. The typical pulse height spectrum is shown 
in Fig. 4. F or the high energy part 0 f the sp即位um，the curve 
happens to have a near-exponential shape， and is therefore 
nearly linear on the semilogarithmic plot. 

The method evaluating the Cherenkov counting efficiency 
of 1~ is based on the modified idea originally proposed by 
Grau Carles and Grau Malonda7). This idea separates the 
counting efficiency into two terms: the yield and the intrinsic 
Cherenkov counting efficiency. Thus， the counting 
efficiency can be expressed as follows: 

εCh η. B1nt (2) 

The yield，η， is th巴ratiobetween partic1es emitted over仕le

set energy threshold， and the total number of emitted 

partic1es. The in出国icCherenkov counting efficiency，εInt' 

is defined as the ratio between counted partic1es and emitted 
partic1es over the set energy threshold. It is assumed that the 
response of the spectrometer to monoenergetic radiation is 
unique for electrons with kinetic energies over the 
Cherenkov threshold. If measurement conditions and the 
equipment wi1l not vaη" the detection probability function is 
assumed to be identical for every electron emitter. The 
detection of high-energy electrons by Cherenkov 1ight 
depends only on the established measurement conditions. 
According to the solution 7)ラ thedetection probability is uniザ
for s-rays with sufficient energy for total detection; th抗 is，
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the detection probability nearly 1 for electrons ofE > 1乱1eV
in water. This energy value was used in all measurements 
performed in this study， as the lower energy threshold. For 
this condition， the intrinsic Cherenkov counting efficiency 
was evaluated with the 32p radionuc1ide and later used for 
estimation of counting efficiency ofthe 1~. 
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Fig. 4 Pulse height spectrum of 32p measur巴dby the water 
Cherenk:ov detector 

The depend巴nceof the yield，η， on the energy threshold 
was calculated for 32p and 16N. For the set threshold energy 

of 1 Mev， the calculation of the yield gives the valu巴 of
20.6% for 32p and 85.9% for 16N. Considering the 

experimental value of the Cherenkov counting efficiency 
obtained for 32p， 5.2%， from equation (2)， the intrinsic 
Cher巴nkovcounting efficiency for the used detector was 
evaluat巴dto be 25.2%. The application ofthe obtained value 
to other nuclides requires maintenance of the measurement 
conditions applied to the measurement of 32p radionuclide. 
Thus， the Cherenkov counting efficiency for 16N is 22.2%. 
As was expected， measurements of the 32p and 16N showed 

that th巴utilizedcamera is not optimiz巴dfor measurements 
ofthe Cherenkov light and requires modification. 

3. Measurements and ide盟tificatio悶 ofthe Cherenkov 
ligbt by s-partides from吋 inwater 

The 16N radionuc1idewas generated by D四 Tneu仕on

irradiation of water flowing next to the sour∞in the position 
of a neutron flux of about 1・108n/cm2/s. The transit time to 
the Cherenkov radiation detector was ~ 6 sec. The 
identification of the registered Cherenkov signal from l~ 
was performed using the time decay and pulse height 
distribution spectrum. During the experimental run， the 
water flow in the chamber was stopped to estimat巴thetime 
decay. It fully corresponds to the decay time of 16N. The 
obtained experimental result is shown in Fig困 5.
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Fig. 5 1ntensity of the Cherenkov signal from 1勺ぜ asa function of 
cooling time 

The slope of the most energetic half of the pulse-height 
spectrum is a function of the Esrr蹴 foreach β引 nitter.32p has 

only one s-decay branch (Esmax=1710 keV)， th田 thehighly 

energetic part of the experimental spec仕umcorresponds to 

one slope. The resuIt ofthe deconvolution of 1~ sp印刷mis 

also shown in Fig. 6. Two obtained slopes co町 田pondto 

I叫 ors・decaybranches ofthe 16N， with endpoint energies of 
4290 keV and 10420 keV (Fig. 3). 
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Fig.6 百ledeconvoluted pulse height spec甘田nof 16N measured 
by the water Cherenkov detector. 32p is shown for the comparison. 

IV. Future Work 

In order to complet巴 the feasibility study of the 

Ch巴renkovdetector as a DT fusion power monitor for ITER， 

two more， the second and the third experimental phases 紅白

scheduled. The main idea of the second experimental ph拙 e

consists of studying the temporal resolution of the proposed 

technique. For purposes of this study， a special Cherenkov 
detector is to be created， consisting of a water radiator， an 
optical fiber， and a remotely located light detector. It is 

proposed， that the water radiator is to be placed next to the 
DTneu仕onsource， and the Cherenkov light generated in the 
water radiator from the s-rays of the 16N， wi1l be then 

transmitted by an optical fiber to the remotely located Iight 
detector. The third phase consists of finding the optimal 
solution oftransmitting the Cherenkov light in conditions of 

heavyneu仕onradiation. 

V. Conclusions 

For the purpose of monitoring the D-T neu仕onsin the 
system using neu仕onactivation of flowing water，且 new

approach was proposed. It enables to solve problems 

associated with the response delay and temporal resolution， 
which are the most important drawbacks of the previous 

approach. In support of this idea， the first experimental 

phase was complet巴d.The response of the detector to the 
Cherenkov 1ight企omthe 16N was studied comprehensively. 

It was concluded， that the water Cherenkov detector is very 

efficient in measuring the 16N activity， due to: high counting 
efficiency; absence of the scinti11ation d巴tector; and 

simplicity of the method. The present study elaborates upon 

the feasibility and effectiveness of utilizing the Cherenkov 

radiation detector in the D-T neutron monitoring system. 
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